Unter' Verwendung der Theorien lokal monotoner Operatoreri und eigentlieher F'rèdholm: Operatoren werden Aussagen über die Anzahl der stabilen lokalen Minima einer. Kiasse von Funktionalen getroffen und entsprechende Beispiele betrachtet.
Introduction
S Let X be a real Hubert space, X' its dual space, (/, u) the value of / E X' at u E X. Furthermore, let a functional 0 E C2(X , B.) be given. For g E X' we consider the functional 0 on X, = 0(w) - '(q, u) , u E X, (1.1) and call a local minimum u of cP,, stable if the second variation of 0 at u is positive, i.e. 620(u; h) > 0 for all h E X, h 0'. It is our aim to get propositions on the num-• • ber of stable local minima of the functionals 0 and to study the dependence of this number.on g E X'. Because we are seeking stable local minima, it is not necessary to study the general-' ized Euler equation for 0,
on the whole domain of definition of the operator 0'. We investigate the restriction of this opeitor to the so-called stability region ST of the functional 0, which 6ontains all points u E X for which the second variation of 0 is positive. Theoperator 0' is • said to be locally strictly monotone ( cf. definition in Seátion 2). Under some assumptions on 0 (cf. Section 3) the determination of the stable local minima of 0, S equivalent to the solution of the equation For the investigation of the solution set of this equation we assume that 0' isa proper Fredholm operat9r of index zero (cf. definitions in Section 2). In the literature one can find propositions on the structure of the solution set of (1.2) for such operators (of. [1, 4, 5, 8] ). These propositions were applied to the investigation of some séniilinear boundary .value problems in [1, 7] . We will prove a proposition of this type for locally strictly monotone operators.
In Section 2 we present propositions on locally strictly monotone proper Fredholm operators of index zero, which we apply to the investigation of the functionals (1.1) in Section 3. In Section 4 we consider some examples. In Example 1, we are able to completely describe the global structure of the region of stability.
Locally strictly monotone operators
In this section we consider an operator L E C 1 (X, X'). 
Because {g} is compact and L is proper, there exist a subsequence {v1.} of {v,} and v E M u ag with V1 . - 
, by our Remark. But this is a contradiction to v1 -v for 1' -> oo. Consequently, v E 09, and g € -L(aM).
• 
E L(M)\L(aM), which yields that c(. ) is constant on every connected component ofL(M)\L() I
In the following theorems we make additional assumptions on the monotonicity region of the operator L.
Theo rem 2: Let L be a locally strictly monotone prope Fredholm operator of index zero with monotonicity region I11 = X. Then L is a dif/eomorphism of X onto X', in particular, c(g) = 1 for every g E X'.
• Proof: ML = X yields that every point of X is regular for L, by. the Proposition. Because L E C I (X, .X') is a proper operator, the theorem follows from the theorem of • Banach and Mazur [4: p: 221; 6]1
Theorem 3: Let L be a loctlly strictly monotone proper Fredholm operator of index zero and let iT? CML be a convex subset. Then L: L(M) is a homeomorphism, in particular, c(g) = 1 for every g E L(M).
Proof: L is surjective by construction. We show that L is injective. Let u1 , u2 E ==
On the other hand, according to
Because of the convexity of i, we have u1
The continuity of L follows from the fact that L is a local homneornorphismn on ML I This implies u° € ST. Therefore, u0 is a solution of (1.3).
ST{uEXly(u)>0}
•' 
The functional 1i satisfies (A) (this can be proved using the Sobolev imbedding theorems and the continuity of the Nemyckii operator; one can find a detailed proof in [3] ). The validity of the Gárding inequality (B) follws immediately. if one takes into account the condition F"(t)j K. In 13] one can find the' proof that the Lagrange operator W satisfies the assumption (C). Here we give only the ideas of the proof. 
D: H0'(0) -H-1 (G) (Du, h) = f Vu Vhdx (hE II'(G)),
is a homeomorphism of H01 (G) onto H-1 (G) and, therefore, a proper operator, and
is a compact operator., Then, according to [4: p. 103], V is proper. The assertion that W is a Fredholm operator of index zero follows from the fact that )"(u) :
Under additional assumptions on the nonlinearityF we can get more information on the stability region ST of the functional P. We consider two special cøss.for F. a) Let F satisfy (4.1) and F"(t) > -2 for all t E H. Then .
("(u) h, h) for each u E H01 (G).
(4.2)
This follows immediately üsing the Schwarz inequality:
Now let usset -
Then the functionals (1.!) are of the form
Under our assumptions it holds that E * C 2 (H,'(G), R). The Fréchet derivatives of are given by --
The functional 0 satisfies (A) (this can be proved using the Sobolev imbedding theorems and the continuity of the Nemyckii oerator, if one takes into account (4:2); for a detailed proof cf. [3] ). The Gárding inequality (B) follows immediately with the help of (4.2). The proof that . 0' satisfies the assumption (C) is analogous to Example 1.
We will now investigate the stability region ST of the functional 0. We definee-a function f:R-.*Rby.
A +F'(s) > 0.
-Because the minimum F(s) is attained, the assertionis proved.
(ii) Let F"(s) < -2, h E.B with A1 =f To prove this, let u1 , % 'E ST. Then U, T4, E S. For each or E [0, 1] there holds ai1 + (1 -a) i12 E S. Therefore, we have au1 + (1 -a) 'a2 E ST. . . If such a set A existed, then we could choose 'a E A withu q S.'Because of the conneetedhess of A follows U E 9, which contradicts 'u 4 ST, by (4.4).
We now apply the theory Of Sections 2 and 3. Because every connected component ST of the stability region ST is convex, by Theorem 2. 
